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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used: 

● Stamps: Alpine Adventure (147742), At Home With You (143681) 

● Inks: Memento Black (132708), VersaMark (102283), Balmy Blue (147105), Dark 

Basic Black Blends Marker (147941) 

● Cardstock: Whisper White (100730), Cherry Cobbler (119685), Balmy Blue 

(146982), Early Espresso (119686), Pumpkin Pie (105117), Basic Black (121045) 

● Accessories: Red Rhinestone Jewels (146924), Pearl Jewels (144219), Braided Linen 

Trim (147808), 5/8” Striped Burlap Trim (147889) 



● Tools: Swirls & Curls Embossing Folder (147923), Layering Circle Framelits Dies 

(141705), Duet Banner Punch (141483), Classic Label Punch (141491), Alpine Sports 

Thinlits Dies (sold out), At Home Framelits Dies (143727), Seasonal Layers Thinlits 

Dies (143751), Everyday Label Punch (144668), Blizzard Thinlits Die (147902), 

Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430), Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals (144108), White 

Embossing Powder (109132), Heat Tool (129053), Sprig Punch (148012), Stamping 

Sponge (141337), Simply Scored (122334), Paper Snips (103579), Leaf Punch 

(144667) 

 

 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

   
1. Cut the following number of circles using Whisper White Cardstock and the 

Layering Circle Framelits Dies: 
a. (6) with the 2-7/8” Circle Die 

b. (2) with the 2-3/8” Circle Die 
c. (2) with the 1-7/8” Circle Die 

2. Cut the bottom off of all (6) large circles by cutting off about ½”. Use the first 
one you cut as a pattern.  

3. Emboss all of the circles except one of the 1-7/8” circles with the Swirls & Curls 

Embossing Folder. 

   
4. Using a Stamping Sponge and Balmy Blue Ink, sponge each circle around all the 

edges on all circles. 
5. Score the six largest circles in the center making sure the flat side is horizontal.  
6. Fold all six circles on the score line. 
7. Add glue to one half of one circle and press a 2nd circle to the 1st circle as shown 

in the third photo.  



  
8. Glue three circles together and then create a 2nd set of three circles glued 

together.  

   
9. Using the two circles that are 2-3/8” in size, glue them back-to-back to each 

other.  

10. Once the circles are glued to each other, add glue to one set of the larger 
circles at the very top and press the smaller set of circles in place for the center 
of the body.  

11.           Glue the 2nd set of the largest circles to the opposite side so that the base 
will now stand up by itself.  

12.           Glue the 3rd set of the smallest circles to both sides of the middle section 
and to each other for the head.  

   
13.         Cut (4) branches using the Seasonal Layers Thinlits Dies and Early Espresso 

Cardstock. Cut off about 1” on each end. Use the four branches to glue two 
branches together to use for the arms. 

14.         Spread the middle circles apart so you can insert and glue the arms to the 
body. 



   
15.         Wrap the burlap ribbon around the neck area and glue the ends overlapped. 
16.         Cut a 2nd piece of burlap ribbon to measure 5” and fold in half. Cut the two 

ends at an angle and glue to the neck area over on top of the burlap ribbon. 

   
17.          Use the Duet Banner Punch and Balmy Blue Cardstock to cut out the two 

banner pieces.  
18. Using the Braided Linen Trim, cut about 5” and tie a knot at each end. Glue 

sandwiched in-between the two punched banners and then glue the banners 
together with Stampin’ Dimensionals.  

19.           Stamp the sentiment from the Alpine Adventure stamp set using 

VersaMark Ink on Cherry Cobbler Cardstock . Sprinkle with White Embossing 
Powder and melt with the Heat Tool. Cut out with the oval-shaped die. Glue to 
the front of the banners using Stampin’ Dimensionals. 

20. Hang the sign on one of the arms of the snowman. 
21.           Stamp the wreath from the At Home With You stamp set using Early 

Espresso Ink on Balmy Blue Cardstock. Cut with the coordinating die. Add Red 
Rhinestone Jewels on the wreath. 

22. Cut the small bow from the Alpine Sports Dies using Cherry Cobbler 
Cardstock and glue to the wreath. Hang the wreath on the opposite arm. 

   
23. Using the Classic Label Punch and Basic Black Cardstock, cut (2). 
24. Using the Everyday Label Punch and Basic Black Cardstock, cut (1) and 

then cut the label in half.  
25. Create two hats by gluing the Classic Label Punch shape to the bottom of 

each Everyday Label Punch half. 



26. Cut (1) sprig using Balmy Blue Cardstock and the Sprig Punch. Glue the 
sprig to the back of one hat. 

27. Glue both hats to the top of the snowman’s head, one on each side and glue 

them to each other. 

   
28. Color (2) Pearl Jewels with the Basic Black Blends Marker and glue in 

place for the eyes. 
29. Using the Leaf Punch, cut (1) using Pumpkin Pie Cardstock. Cut off one of 

the leaves to use as the nose. Round the end with Paper Snips. Glue to the head 
as the nose using a Mini Stampin’ Dimensional. 

 
30. Cut a snowflake using the Blizzard Thinlits Die using Whisper White 

Cardstock and glue to the scarf. Add a Red Rhinestone Jewel in the center of the 
snowflake. 

     

 


